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From Performer B1 (one) 

Build up to B1 

Grammar: Be (affermative, negative, interrogative, short answer), there is/are, subject pronouns 

and possessive adjectives, definite article, intefinite article, plural nouns, this/that/these/those, 

have got, adjectives, cardinal numbers, question words, possessive pronoun, preposition of time, 

the time, imperatives, must, preposition of place 

Vocabulary: countries and nationalities, everyday objects, colours, appearance, days, months, 

seasons, places in town, directions 

Unit 1 “Time of our lives” 

Grammar: present simple (affermative negative interrogative), how often/when, spelling rules -s -

es, idiomatic uses of have, adverbs of frequency, object pronouns. 

Delevoping social interaction: inviting a friend out, accepting an invitation, turning down an 

invitation 

Vocabulary: daily routine, healthy habits, free-time activities 

Unit 2 “Sports and Competition” 

Grammar: verbs of like and dislike + ing, spelling rules ing form, can, so and such 

Developing social interaction: showing interest and concern, asking for specific information, 

reacting to information 

Vocabulary: Sports, equipment, adjectives to describe sports events 

Unit 3 “Places” 

Grammar: present continuous, dynamic and stative verbs, present simple vs present continuous, I’d 

like/ I want 

Developing social interaction: shop assistant, customer, payment 

Vocabulary: parts of the house, furnishing, shops and shopping, prices 

Unit 4 “Food for you” 

Grammar: Countable and uncountable nouns, some any no, a lot of/lots of, too much too many, a 

little a few, enough/ not enough, rather, quite 

Vocabulary: food and drink, adjectives to talk about food, containers and quantities, the menu 

Developing social interaction: waiter/waitress, customers in a restaurant 

 



Unit 5 “Living together” 

Grammar: Past simple: be – past simple: regular verbs, possessive case, double genitive, both, dates, 

ordinal numbers 

Vocabulary: Family, Celebrations , Dates and ordinal numbers 

Developing in social interaction: Asking about dates – Giving information about dates 

 

Unit 6 “Personalities and experiences” 

Grammar: Past simple: irregular verbs- all forms-Past simple: can –Past simple: must- Either…or / 

neither…nor. Paradigms of irregular verbs p.276 

Vocabulary: Adjectives describing personalities and experiences. The translation of sembrare 

Developing in social interaction: Expressing an opinion- Commenting about an opinion 

 

Unit 7 “Clothes and Cultural Identity” 

Vocabulary: Clothes and accessories. Verbs related to clothes. Accessories 

Grammar: Past continuous-Past simple vs Past continuous- Subjet/Object questions- Adverbs of 

manner (grammar reference p.224-Language Practice p.226) 

Developing social interaction: Talking about clothes 

 

Tutti gli esercizi previsti nelle unità didattiche sono stati svolti in classe e a casa  

Ogni unità didattica comprendeva anche gli esercizi di listening. 

 

PROPOSTE INTEGRATIVE 

Alla classe è stato allegato sul registro elettronico, del materiale didattico facilitato sulla vita e le 

opere di Shakespeare, i ragazzi lo hanno studiato e hanno sostenuto delle interrogazioni lavorando 

in gruppo. 
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